Maximize opportunity and minimize risk associated with deregulated energy markets.

As natural gas is exported internationally, supply will decrease in the United States potentially leading to price instability. Take advantage of historically low energy prices now by exploring your energy management options with Ameresco.

Ameresco’s Energy Supply Management program delivers sound, proven strategies for customers across the globe in industrial, commercial, educational, and government sectors. Representing companies using a total of more than 1200 MWs of electricity and 40 BCF of gas, Ameresco serves its clients by helping them formulate strategies to optimize their energy purchases while reducing risk and cost.

Ameresco’s Energy Supply Management Expertise and Experience Includes:

- **Strategy Development**: Ameresco helps customers stabilize their energy budgets by finding the right mix of fixed, indexed, or blended energy purchasing strategies for electricity, gas, and fuels. We analyze the clients’ risk profile to determine the term that is best for the client and pinpoint the best time to buy.

- **Market Intelligence**: Our energy procurement experts provide daily energy reports, real time exchange prices, and breaking energy news. We continually monitor the energy markets, performing our own fundamental and technical analysis in order to advise clients on market drivers and recommend target prices and volumes.


- **Contract Negotiations**: Ameresco works with national and regional suppliers and pre-qualifies them based on financial strength, competitiveness, and capabilities. Our energy contract experts negotiate better terms and mitigate contract risk.
Ameresco’s team of energy experts can assist you in identifying the solution that fits your needs.

For more information about Ameresco and our full-range of energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions, please call 1-866-AMERESCO or visit ameresco.com.